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General overview of lecture: This course is concerned with the concepts and practice of 

programming languages. The focus is on general programming language concepts such as binding, 

type checking, and parameter passing. The implementation of these concepts in different languages 

will be examined. The course will also focus on different programming paradigms: procedural, 

object-oriented, and functional programming, combining both procedural and object-oriented 

features with varying design goals.  

 

Prerequisite: The students are expected to have experienced the process of learning a new 

language on the fly while also using it to complete a project.  Students should have a reasonable 

grasp of the basic features of programming languages, and how each feature affects the 

implementation of that language. 

 

Learning outcomes: At the completion of this course, students are expected to: 

i. understand issues in designing, implementing, and evaluating programming languages 

ii. appreciate strengths and tradeoffs of different programming paradigms 

iii. Have a working knowledge of  object oriented programming languages  

iv. Be conversant with the different programming paradigms,  

 

Assignments: We expect to have 3 homework assignments throughout the course in addition to a 

Mid-Term Test and a Final Exam. Term papers are given at the beginning of the class and 

submission will be on the due date. Home works in the form of individual assignments, and group 

assignments are organized and structured as preparation for the midterm and final exam, and are 

meant to be a studying material for both exams. There will also be 3 individual programming 

projects in this class. The goal of these projects is to have the students experiment with very 

practical aspects of grammars and program analysis.  

 

Grading: We will assign 10% of this class grade to home works, 10% for the programming 

projects, 10% for the mid-term test and 70% for the final exam. The Final exam is comprehensive. 

 

 

Main Lecture:  

Introduction to Organization of Programming Languages. 

 



Organization of programming languages is about understanding how languages are designed and 

implemented. Syntax -- What a program looks like, Semantics -- What a program means, and 

Implementation -- How a program executes. Understand most appropriate language for solving 

specific problems,  

For example: 

1.  Pascal, C -- procedural, statement oriented 

2. C++, Java, Smalltalk -- Object oriented 

3. ML, Lisp – Functional 

4. Prolog -- Rule-based 

 

Some Relevant Concepts 

LANGUAGE: This is a systematic way of communication by the use of sounds or conventional 

symbols. It could also be a system of sounds to encode and decode information. 

PROGRAM: It’s a sequence of instruction written to perform a specific task for a computer. A 
PROGRAMMING LANGUAGUAGE is an artificial language designed to express computations. That can be 
performed by machine particularly the computer. A programming languages could be used to create 
programs to control machines as well as express algorithms precisely. 

Organizational of Programming Languages is about the concept that appears in implementation; 

the way a language design affects development. 

 

Language Goals 

During 1950s--1960s - Compile programs to execute efficiently. There is a direct connection 

between language features and hardware - integers, reals, goto statements. Programmers cheap; 

Machines expensive; Keep the machine busy. But today compile programs are available that are 

built efficiently: CPU power and memory very cheap. Direct connection between language 

features and design concepts - encapsulation, records, inheritance, functionality, assertions 

 

Why study programming languages? 

To improve your ability to develop effective algorithms 

1. To improve your use of your existing programming language 

2. To increase your vocabulary of useful programming constructs 

3. To allow a better choice of programming language 

4. To make it easier to learn a new language 

5. To make it easier to design a new language 

6. Increased capacity to express ideas 

7. Improved background for choosing appropriate languages 

8. Increased ability to learn new language 

9. Better understanding of the significance of implementation. 

10. Increased ability to design/implement new languages. 

 

Evolution of software architecture 

1950s - Large expensive mainframe computers ran single programs (Batch processing). 1960s - 

Interactive programming (time-sharing) on mainframes. 1970s - Development of Minicomputers 

and first microcomputers. Apple II. Early work on windows, icons, and PCs at XEROX PARC. 

1980s - Personal computer - Microprocessor, IBM PC and Apple Macintosh. Use of windows, 

icons and mouse. 1990s - Client-server computing - Networking, The Internet, the World Wide 

Web 



Attributes of a good language 

Clarity, simplicity, and unity - provides both a framework for thinking about algorithms and a 

means of expressing those algorithms 

1. Orthogonality -every combination of features is meaningful 

2. Naturalness for the application - program structure reflects the logical structure of algorithm 

3. Support for abstraction - program data reflects problem being solved 

4. Ease of program verification - verifying that program correctly performs its required function 

5. Programming environment - external support for the language 

6. Portability of programs - transportability of the resulting programs from the computer on 

which they are developed to other computer systems 

7. Cost of use - program execution, program translation, program creation, and program 

maintenance 

8. CLARITY, SIMPLICITY AND UNITY: Provides both a framework for thinking about 

algorithms and a means of expressing those algorithms 

9. NATURALNESS FOR APPLICATION: Program structure reflects the logical structure of 

the Algorithm. 

10. SUPPORT FOR ABSTACTION: Algorithm to compute the difference of 5 numbers 

Step 1 : Input the numbers 

        2 : Get the lowest numbers 

        3 : Get the highest number 

        4 : Get the difference= highest no- Smallest no 

        5 :  Print the difference 

 

Language paradigms 

A programming paradigm provides for the programmer the means structure for the execution of a 

program. It simply means the programming paradigms mostly available and used in computing 

technology such as: 

1. A  format 

2. A prototype 

3. A way of organization… These are all different meaning of paradigm. 

Common Language paradigms are: 

1. Imperative paradigm/languages 

2. Functional paradigm/languages 

3. Procedural paradigm/languages 

4. Object Oriented paradigm/languages 

5. Logic paradigm/languages 

6. Rule- Based paradigm/languages 

 

Imperative languages 

Goal is to understand a machine state (set of memory locations, each containing a value). Statement 

oriented languages that change machine state (C, Pascal, FORTRAN, and COBOL). Syntax: S1, 

S2, S3, Usually in the form of first do this and next do that. Also called procedural or Von 

Neumann. Building blocks are functions and statements. FORTRAN, Algol, Pascal, Basic and C. 

 

 

 



Functional languages 

Goal is to understand the function that produces the answer. Function composition is major 

operation (ML, LISP). Syntax: P1 (P2 (P3(X))). Programming consists of building the function 

that computes the answer 

 

Rule-based languages 

Specify rule that specifies problem solution (Prolog, BNF Parsing). Other examples: Decision 

procedures, Grammar rules (BNF). Syntax: specification rule. Programming consists of specifying 

the attributes of the answer 

 

Object-Oriented languages 

Send messages between objects to simulate the temporal evolution of a set of real world 

phenomena. Imperative languages that merge applicative design with imperative statements. 

Programs are built from objects, objects combine functions and data, objects are grouped in classes 

(Smalltalk, C++, C#, Java) 

 

Logical Languages 

Answer a question via search for a solution. Based on axioms, inference rules and queries. Logical 

paradigm fits extremely well when applied in problem domains that deal with the extraction of 

knowledge from basic facts and relations. Example: PROLOG 

 

Summary/Conclusions 

In computer science organization of programming languages is concerned with the concepts and 

practice of programming languages. The focus is on general programming language concepts such 

as binding, type checking, and parameter passing. The implementation of these concepts in 

different languages will be examined. The course will also focus on different programming 

paradigms: procedural, object-oriented, and functional programming, combining both procedural 

and object-oriented features with varying design goals.  

 

Interactions and Questions 

Q1. Discuss the following concepts as they relate to the organization of programming languages 

a. Variables 

b. Assignment 

c. Declaration 

d. Loops 

e. Condition 

f. Data types 

g. Statement 

h. Comments 

Q2. List and explain the major paradigms in programming languages design and implementation. 

 

Further Readings 

Textbook: The recommended textbook for this class are as stated: 

1. Ben-Ari, M.  Principles of Concurrent Programming. Prentice-Hall, 1982,  Englewood 

Cliffs, N. J. 



 

2. Bolsky, M., and D. Korn.  The New Korn Shell Command and Programming 

Language. 1995, Prentice-Hall, Englewood Cliffs, NJ 

 

3. Aho, A. V., M. S. Lam, R. Sethi, and J. D. Ullman Compilers: Principles, Techniques, and  

Tools. 2e, 2006, Addison-Wesley, Reading, MA. 

 

4. W. Roberts  Concepts of programming languages 11th ed. Pearson, ISBN-13 978-

0133943023 

 


